
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMENDATIONS
Genetic resistance, as tested here, constitutes one of the best alternatives to avoid FPR infection.
Keeping pod load in the upper portion of the trunks could aid FPR hazard avoidance.
Regulating shade levels for a better air flow within the plot is key to reduce pod wetness, and therefore
the risk of FPR infection.   
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DISCUSSION
Pods located lower (≤1.5 m) in the trunk face a risk of 6% higher than pods located above (Table 2).
There is a significant interaction between bagging X clone, i.e. if we compare the no-bagging against bagging usage, the effect is different among
clones: (1) 24% reduction in FPR risk for CATIER4, (2) non-significant change in CC137 clone and (3) 16% increase in FPR risk in Pound7 (Table 2).
The infection risk of clone CC137 with respect to CATIER4 is more than twice when we consider the bagging effect fixed. There are no significant
differences in the comparison among bagging levels.
The infection risk of clone Pound7 with respect to CATIER4 is 7.5 times greater when the pods are not bagged and 6.48 times when it is covered
(Table 2). 

The epidemiological study of tropical diseases in perennial crops such
as cocoa is a complex task, especially for a long-cycle disease such as
Frosty pod rot (FPR), caused by the fungus Moniliophthora roreri
(Cif.)4. FPR is considered the biggest hazard of cacao cultivation in
Latin America affecting crop yield considerably3. In addition, there is a
constant threat of the arrival of FPR in countries such as the
Dominican Republic and the main producing countries in West Africa,
which will lead to major crop losses thus disrupting the world cocoa
industry1. To develop efficient management options to control FPR, a
better understanding of the influence of microclimate on the
epidemiology of FPR and its effect on crop yield is needed2. In this
study, a data set of +9000 cacao pods from three clones was tagged
and observed fortnightly for 55 weeks in humid lowland Costa Rica.
Weather records for the same period were also retrieved to explore
the dynamic of FPR epidemiology and pod infection risk. To do so, a
three-step analysis was followed: 1) Kaplan-Meier approach was
applied to analyze the potential non-climate factors on the FPR
hazard, 2) modeling of the survival behavior of cacao pods using
covariates linked to clones, bagging and pod’s trunk position and 3) the
Cox model approach using time-dependent covariables to test the
significance of microclimate variables on FRP dynamic and pod
hazard avoidance.
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Figure 1. Comparison of expected cumulative hazard functions with their respective 80%-confidence intervals.

There are significant differences in terms of cumulative risk of pod infection among clones but not due
to bagging within the clones (Figure 1A).
No significant differences regarding the accumulated risk of infection for the combination of bagging
and pod position along the trunk was found (Figure 1B).
Pod bagging shown no significant differences in the cumulative risk infection among sampled clones.
For most clones, pods located above 1.5 m seem to be key to avoiding the risk of infection (Figure 1C). 
For clon CATIER-4 with no bagging and “above” location, as pod wetness increases the risk of the
disease increases, however, when the value is above 83% the opposite occurs (Figure 1D).


